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Installation Steps
Prepare Natural Ground for Artificial Turf ( If on cement floor,
please start from 2)
1.Remove any existing grass with a flat shovel or turf cutter.
2.Compact the ground with a vibrating plate compactor.
3.Lay a non-woven cloth over the ground.

Lay the Artificial Grass
1.Cut the roll of artificial turf into lengths that fit the shape of your yard.
2.Lay the turf over the area in its permanent place. Make sure adjoining seams fit together
without any visible gaps, but do not overlap them.
3.Cut the edges of the artificial turf to fit the edges of the lawn. Use a utility knife to cut the
grass from its underside.

Adhere the Joints
1.Peel back the joints between the artificial grass strips along their length. Reveal enough of
the underlying ground to fit the joint tape with an inch or two to spare on each side.
2.Lay the joint tape in the gap you have created so that, when laid, the seam between the
two adjacent strips of artificial turf will run down its middle.
3.Paint the joint tape with the glue.
4.Lay the edges of the adjoining artificial grass pieces over the joint tape and adhesive so
that they are in their original and permanent position. Weigh the joint down with sandbags.
5.Repeat for each of the joints in the turf.

Options for Adhering the Edges of the Artificial Grass
1.Nail down the edges of artificial turf on natural ground.
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2.Apply the joint tape around the edges of artificial turf laid over concrete. (See step 10)

Spread the Infill (If Required)
14.Spread the recommended amount of infill evenly over the artificial grass.
15.Rake the infill over the artificial turf to work it underneath the surface.
16.Allow it to settle overnight.
17.Spread and rake in more infill if necessary, until the space between the sub layer and
the bottom of the artificial grass is filled.
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